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Introduction: Fatigue is a prevalent and potentially debilitating symptom that impacts the health-related quality-of-
life of individuals diagnosed with acute and chronic medical conditions. Yet, its etiologic mechanism is not fully
understood. Additionally, the assessment and determination of the clinical meaning of fatigue and its multidi-
mensionality may vary by medical condition.
Methods: A scoping literature review was conducted to investigate how fatigue is defined and measured, including
its dimensions, in non-oncologic medical conditions. The PubMed database was searched using keywords.
Results: Overall, 8376 articles were screened at the title/abstract levels, where 293 articles were chosen for full-
text review that mentioned fatigue or included fatigue measures. The review of the full text excluded 246 articles
that did not assess at least one fatigue dimension using validated questionnaires and clinical tests. The final set
included 47 articles. Physical fatigue was the most assessed fatigue dimension and the Multidimensional Fatigue
Inventory was the most widely used questionnaire to assess fatigue in this review.
Limitations: This review was limited by including only English-language publications and using PubMed as the sole
database for the search.
Conclusions: This review affirms that fatigue is a multidimensional construct, agnostic of medical condition, and
that individual fatigue dimensions can be measured by validated clinical measures. Future research should focus
on expanding the repertoire of clinical measures to assess specific fatigue dimensions.
1. Introduction

Fatigue is a common, yet complex symptom experience that is re-
ported by both healthy individuals and individuals with acute and
chronic medical conditions and/or diseases (e.g., post-viral infection,
cancer, depression, multiple sclerosis, and fibromyalgia) (Saligan et al.,
2015). Usually, fatigue is described within the context of specific medical
conditions. It can co-occur with other clinical symptoms such as
depression, pain, sleep impairment, and cognitive dysfunction (Kinsinger
et al., 2010).

The negative effects of fatigue range from losses of productivity at
work due to medical disability, occupational hazards, deaths from
medication errors, and suicidal ideation (Fan and Smith, 2017; Kapur and
Webb, 2016). These negative effects cut across disciplines, sectors, and
populations. For example, fatigue among medical residents, physicians,
and nurses contributes to the deaths of approximately 100,000
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Americans annually secondary to potentially avoidable injurious events
(Salen and Norman, 2017). In a comparative study sample of 3442
working United States (US) adults, physicians were significantly more
likely to have symptoms of emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion
(37.9% vs 27.8%), with certain specialists at relative greater risk for
burnout (Shanafelt et al., 2012). Fatigue-related drowsiness in the US
contributes to more than 1500 fatalities, 100,000 motor vehicle acci-
dents, and 76,000 injuries annually (Ziwu et al., 2021; Caldwell et al.,
2008). Furthermore, fatigue has a strong adverse impact on the perfor-
mance, health, and safety of individuals in the workplace (Volker et al.,
2016). In the US army, 12.2% of mishaps are related to fatigue (Caldwell
et al., 2008).

While there is a lack of unanimity in the definition and assessment of
fatigue (Ericsson et al., 2013), there is an apparent acceptance of the idea
that fatigue is a multidimensional construct as demonstrated by the use of
multiple definitions of fatigue across different studies (Pattyn et al.,
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2018). For the purposes of this review, the term multidimensional means
having more than one dimension, of which either may be present at the
same time. For example, researchers Norton et al. (2010) described fa-
tigue in patients with inflammatory bowel syndrome as a “multifactorial
and multifaceted symptom that is strongly associated with depression
and poor quality of life.” Hernandez-Ronquillo et al. (2011), whose
research team studies epilepsy, described fatigue as, “extreme and
persistent tiredness, weakness or exhaustion that could be mental,
physical or both,” which concurs to the idea that fatigue can have mul-
tiple dimensions. Therefore, published fatigue dimensions, including
physical fatigue, mental fatigue, cognitive fatigue, emotional fatigue, and
motivational fatigue, will be assessed in this scoping literature review.

There has been a gradual improvement in the identification and
measurement of fatigue as a clinical symptom, but much is still being
discovered about its ability to manifest as more than one dimension.
Thus, a scoping literature review was performed to answer the following
research questions: How is fatigue and its dimensions being described
and measured in various non-oncologic medical conditions? Whether
these descriptions and methods of measurements are similar or not,
identifying the research gap that exist in the consistency of how fatigue is
described and how it is measured? The objective of conducting this re-
view then is focused on identifying the different published fatigue defi-
nitions across medical conditions not related to cancer (non-oncologic
medical conditions) and identifying validated measures used that
captured the multidimensional nature of fatigue.

2. Methods

2.1. Search

Using the PRISMA guidelines, the search strategies were initially
drafted by an informationist from the National Institutes of Health library
and completed in May 2018 using the PubMed (National Library of
Medicine) database. The search strategy included the following key
words:

fatigue[majr] OR fatigue[ti] AND phenotype[tiab] OR phenotypes
[tiab]) OR (questionnaire[tiab] OR questionnaires[tiab] OR instrument
[tiab] OR instruments[tiab] OR measure[tiab] OR measures [tiab] OR
scale[tiab] OR scales[tiab] OR "patient reported outcome"[tiab] OR
"patient reported outcomes"[tiab]) OR (chronic[tiab] OR subjective[tiab]
OR physical[tiab] OR cognitive[tiab] OR affective[tiab] OR emotional
[tiab] OR motivational[tiab] OR actional[tiab] OR actionable[tiab])
AND (manage[tiab] OR managed[tiab] OR managing[tiab] OR man-
agement[tiab] OR intervention[tiab] OR interventions[tiab])

The PubMed filters for Publication Date (10 years), Language (En-
glish), Species (Human), and Ages (Adult: 19þ years) were used to limit
articles to those published from 2008 to 2018, written in English, and
human adult studies. The final search results were exported into EndNote
X9, which was the software tool utilized to manage, collect, and identify
duplicate references from the database searches, as well as to cite
included articles in this review. Using the same search criteria, a new
search was conducted to extract articles published after May 2018 to
2021.

2.2. Selection of sources of evidence

Two reviewers (R.B. and J.L.) screened independently and in parallel
the titles and abstracts of all retrieved articles using established eligibility
criteria. The inclusion criteria for the title and abstract screening were
human adult (19þ) populations, article is on fatigue, any non-oncologic
medical condition or disease, and publication type (original research or
reviews (scoping, systematic, meta-analysis) only). The exclusion criteria
for the title and abstract screening were pediatric or adolescent pop-
ulations, compassion fatigue, occupational fatigue, oncologic medical
conditions and diseases (a separate review for oncologic conditions is
underway), animal studies, publication types (editorials, letters,
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commentary, books/book chapters, dissertations, white papers, confer-
ence proceedings/abstracts), and articles with no abstract. Any dis-
agreements between the reviewers was resolved by a separate third
reviewer (L.S.).

Four reviewers (R.B., J.L., S.A., J.R.) worked in pairs to retrieve and
examine the full text of articles for potentially relevant publications. The
inclusion criterion specific for the full-text review was ensuring validated
clinical outcomemeasures (questionnaires, instruments, etc.) was used to
assess the fatigue dimensions. Any ambiguity or disagreements on study
selection were discussed between reviewers in a peer discussion group.

2.3. Data extraction and synthesis of results

A data charting form in Microsoft Excel was jointly developed by two
reviewers (R.B. and J.L) to determine which variables to extract from the
included articles. Four reviewers (R.B., J.L., K.B., L.G.) working in pairs
extracted the data, charted the data, discussed the results in peer dis-
cussion groups, and continuously updated the data-charting form. Dis-
agreements between reviewers and any unclear data were resolved by a
separate fifth reviewer (L.S.).

The following data items were extracted from each included study:
the non-oncologic medical condition or disease being studied, population
characteristics (e.g., sample size of both control and experimental
groups), demographic data, the professional fields of study for the au-
thors of the reviewed articles (e.g., country of origin, departmental
affiliation), study design (e.g., cross-sectional vs. longitudinal), published
definitions of fatigue, fatigue dimensions being assessed (e.g. total
number, descriptions of each fatigue dimension), and validated clinical
measures to assess the fatigue dimensions. The published definitions of
fatigue were grouped together and organized by non-oncologic medical
condition (Table 1). Included articles were then categorized by the non-
oncologic medical condition they shared, the clinical measures used, and
the fatigue dimensions assessed (Table 2a).

3. Results

The PubMed search yielded 8376 articles (Fig. 1), where 6304 articles
remained after initial application of filtering criteria. Then, 201 duplicate
articles were removed, leaving 6103 articles for initial screening. So,
2425 articles remained after 3216 articles that did not mention fatigue
and 462 studies that were editorials, letters, commentaries, dissertations,
or book chapters were removed. A secondary level screening of titles and
abstracts was conducted to select studies that regarded fatigue as a
symptom of a non-oncologic medical condition. Another 1704 articles
were excluded because they studied general fatigue, overall quality of
life, or compassion/occupational fatigue, 304 studies were excluded
because they investigated fatigue that was not related to or in a context of
a disease or any medical condition, and 124 articles were removed
because they only published an abstract. Finally, 293 were subjected for
full text review to further apply the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

A discussion-based peer review among all the authors was conducted
to determine which full-text studies were going to be included in the final
paper. After reviewing the full texts of all 293 studies, 122 articles were
excluded because they had no validated clinical measure for fatigue.
Another 124 articles were excluded because none of the clinical outcome
measures directly assessed a dimension of fatigue. There were two
additional articles added after May 2018–2021 that met the eligibility
criteria. A final 49 articles were selected by the group for this scoping
review. All references included in this review have been organized by
fatigue dimensions and the medical condition/disease investigated
(Table 2a).

Cumulatively, a total of 10787 subjects were enrolled in the studies
described in the 49 articles. About 68% of those subjects were female.
Twenty-nine medical non-oncologic conditions assessed, traumatic brain
injury (TBI; 11% of studies), fibromyalgia (11% of studies), and multiple
sclerosis (11% of studies) were the most studied, followed by chronic



Table 1
Definitions of fatigue from non-oncologic medical conditions.

Medical Condition Definition of Fatigue References

Autoimmune Rheumatic Disease “.. persistent, and severity is similar to the chronic fatigue syndrome… fatigue generally is subscribed to disease-
related factors, especially inflammation, anemia and pain.”

van Hoogmoed et al. (2010)

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disorder (COPD)

“… described mostly in relationship with muscular force exhaustion as if following a strenuous exercise period
and with no malaise.”

Antoniu & Ungureanu
(2015)

Cushing's Syndrome “Mental fatigue is characterized by a mental exhaustion which appears especially during sensory stimulation or
following mentally strenuous tasks. Other typical features are the long recovery time that is needed for
restoration of mental energy, irritability, impaired memory, and concentration as well as stress, sound, and light
hypersensitivity.”

Papakokkinou et al. (2015)

Epilepsy “… extreme and persistent tiredness, weakness or exhaustion that could be mental, physical or both.” Hernandez-Ronquillo et al.
(2011)

Fibromyalgia “… disruptive or extremely disruptive” to health-related quality of life. Li et al. (2017)
“… profound and overwhelming, more severe, constant, and unpredictable than normal tiredness, not relieved
by resting or sleep, not proportional to effort exerted, and disruptive in terms of motivation, activities, and
cognition.”

Kratz et al. (2016)

Inflammatory Bowel Disease “… unpleasant, multifactorial and multifaceted symptom that is strongly associated with depression and poor
quality of life (QoL).… a sense of continuing tiredness, with periods of sudden and overwhelming lack of energy
or feeling of exhaustion that is not relieved, or fully relieved following rest or sleep.”

Norton et al. (2015)

Multiple Sclerosis “… most common, debilitating and life altering symptoms.” Learmonth et al. (2013)
Myasthenia Gravis “… a complex phenomenon and includes both physiological and psychological factors, a distinction has recently

been made between fatigue as a subjective feeling of tiredness, lack of energy, and difficulty concentrating, and
muscle fatigability defined as the difficulty initiating or sustaining muscle activities.”

Elsais et al. (2013)

Parkinson's Disease “… an important and frequent non-motor symptom. It is difficult to describe, there are no biological markers,
being always a subjective definition. It is described with a wide range of terms, which is dependent on the
education of the people and cultural background.”

Falup-Pecurariu (2013)

Rheumatoid Arthritis “… subscribed to disease-related factors, especially inflammation, anemia and pain. … fatigue may incorporate
cognitive and emotional elements.

van Hoogmoed et al. (2010)

Sjogren's Syndrome “… somatic and mental exhaustion that interferes with a person's ability to carry out physical and cognitive
activities and can be persistent and overwhelming … differs from normal fatigue, when healthy, which is
‘earned’ by being physically and/or cognitively active.”

Goodchild et al. (2008)

“… complex and subjective phenomenon. Its origins are multifactorial. It is an intimate, universal and extremely
frequent experience that cannot be objectively measured.”

Belmont et al. (2006)

Traumatic Brain Injury “… one of the most challenging and distressing long-term symptoms, interfering considerably with their ability
to work and lead a normal life, including social activities with family and friends.”

Palm et al. (2017)

Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (CFS) “… is a multi-system complex disorder, characterized by extreme mental and physical fatigue with array of
physical symptoms not relieved by rest..

Slomoko et al. (2020)

Note. A – Z column sorting order for “Medical Condition.”
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fatigue syndrome (CFS; 9% of studies) and rheumatoid arthritis (9% of
studies). Twenty-nine articles used a cross-sectional design, 9 used a
longitudinal design, and 16 were clinical trials. Three articles utilized
interviews to assess fatigue and unidimensional clinical measures were
used in 30 articles.

There were 29 articles where the institutional affiliations of the au-
thors were from North America (US, Canada); 22 authors from Europe
(Denmark, Germany, Poland, Romania, Sweden, and Switzerland, and 4
authors from Asia (Mainland China, Hong Kong, and the Middle East)
(8%). The professional affiliations of the authors were in psychology (n
¼ 16), rehab medicine (n ¼ 12), rheumatology (n ¼ 11), neurology (n ¼
8), neuroscience (n ¼ 7), nursing (n ¼ 3), psychiatry (n ¼ 3), gastroen-
terology (n ¼ 3), pharmacology (n ¼ 2), somatic medicine (n ¼ 3),
pneumonology (n ¼ 1), and allergy (n ¼ 1).

3.1. Definition of fatigue

Each fatigue definition listed in Table 1 came from the 47 included
articles. In 26 of the 49 articles (55%), fatigue was defined as multidi-
mensional. The most common keywords and phrases used to define fa-
tigue included: “disruptive,” “subjective,” “distressing,” “debilitating,”
“exhaustion,” “persistent,” “overwhelming,” “lack of energy,” and “not
relieved by rest or sleep” (Table 1).

3.2. Measuring the fatigue dimensions

The included articles used synonymous terms for dimensions,
including: dimension (53%), domain (42%), and component (34%). This
review used, dimension, to capture the multidimensional nature of the
fatigue construct. Eight fatigue dimensions were identified in the
included articles: physical, cognitive, mental, central, peripheral,
3

emotional, motivational, and psychosocial dimensions of fatigue. Many
of the articles assessed multiple dimensions of fatigue at once (83%),
while 17% assessed a single dimension of fatigue.

Table 2a lists the validated clinical measures used in the reviewed
articles to assess fatigue and its dimensions. Twenty instruments assessed
the physical fatigue dimension, 8 for mental fatigue, 7 for cognitive fa-
tigue, 5 for motivational fatigue, 2 for emotional fatigue, 1 for peripheral
fatigue, 1 for central fatigue, and 1 for psychosocial fatigue. During the
data extraction process, 4 clinical measures did not specifically assess a
fatigue dimension but measured general fatigue (see Table 2b.

3.3. Clinical measures for general fatigue in non-oncologic medical
conditions

3.3.1. Fatigue dimension: physical fatigue
Physical fatigue was the most measured dimension, as assessed in 42

of 49 included articles. Using an example taken from an included article,
physical fatigue was described as a “debilitating physical exhaustion or a
distressing lack of energy not relieved by sleep or rest” (Norton et al., 2015).
Physical fatigue was also “characterized by muscle fatigability, which was
defined as the difficulty to initiate or sustain muscle activities” (Elsais et al.,
2013).

The three most widely used questionnaires to measure physical fa-
tigue were the Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory (MFI, 14/42 articles),
the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS, 7/42 articles), and the Multi-
dimensional Assessment of Fatigue (MAF, 4/42 articles). See Table 2a for
a list of all clinical measures identified.

3.3.2. Fatigue dimension: mental fatigue
Mental fatigue was the second-most measured fatigue dimension, as

assessed in 32 included articles. An example of a description of mental



Table 2a
Clinical measures for fatigue dimensions in non-oncologic medical conditions.

Clinical Measure Fatigue
Dimension(s)

Medical Condition(s) Statistical Findings

Multidimensional Fatigue Inventory
(MFI or MFI-20)

� Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Abraham and
Drory, 2012)

� Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (Jason et al., 2011;
Rowe et al., 2016)

Physical � Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(Antoniu and Ungureanu, 2015; Lewko et al.,
2014)

Mental � Fibromyalgia (Ericsson et al., 2013; Lukkahatai
et al., 2016)

Cognitive � Inflammatory Bowel Disease (Norton et al.,
2015)

�Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.65–0.84 for MFI
subscales (Norton et al., 2015).

Motivational � Post-Polio Syndrome (Dencker et al., 2015) � Internal consistency of the dimensions of the MFI: Cronbach
alpha for general fatigue 0.85; physical fatigue 0.86; reduced
activity 0.89; reduced motivation 0.68; mental fatigue 0.89. The
five-factor rotation of the five facets of the MFI explains a total of
76% of the variance with all factors having eight values of 1
(Goodchild et al., 2008).

Emotional � Schizophrenia (Hedlund et al., 2015) � Cronbach's alpha greater than 0.80 for each of the five subscales
(Lukkahatai et al., 2016).

� Sjogren's Syndrome (Goodchild et al., 2008; van
Leeuwen et al., 2015)

� MFI-20 and FIQ correlation r in the following subscales: general
fatigue ¼ 0.57; physical fatigue ¼ 0.32; mental fatigue ¼ 0.38;
reduced motivation ¼ 0.31; reduced activity ¼ 0.30 (Ericsson
et al., 2013).

� Spondyloarthropathy (Da Costa et al., 2011) � Test-retest reliability (spearman correlations) for each subscale:
general fatigue 0.74; physical fatigue 0.82; reduced activity 0.71;
reduced motivation 0.66; mental fatigue 0.91 (Hedlund et al.,
2015).

� Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (Goligher et al.,
2008)

� The Cronbach's α coefficients range from satisfactory to good (a
¼ 0.76–0.88) (Da Costa et al., 2011)

Multidimensional Assessment of
Fatigue (MAF)

Emotional
Cognitive

� Inflammatory Bowel Disease (Norton et al.,
2015)

Mental � Rheumatoid Arthritis (Balsamo et al., 2014) �Cronbach's α ¼ 0.96. Distinguishes persons with different levels of
fatigue but no fatigue dimension differentiation (Lequerica et al.,
2012).

Motivational � Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (Goligher et al.,
2008)

� Statistically significant difference between experimental and
control groups (p ¼ 0.04) (Balsamo et al., 2014).

Physical � Traumatic Brain Injury (Lequerica et al., 2012) � Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) was 0.74 for the MAF total
score (Norton et al., 2015).

The Revised Piper Fatigue Scale (PFS) Emotional � N/A
Cognitive �Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Abraham and

Drory, 2012)
Physical � Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease

(Antoniu and Ungureanu, 2015)
Checklist of Individual Strength (CIS) Mental � Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (Voermans et al.,

2011)
� Multiple regression analysis of data of all patients (n ¼ 273)

resulted in a model in which pain severity and physical fatigue
severity (CIS – fatigue subscale) predicted 31% of functional
impairment (p < 0.0001) (Voermans et al., 2010).

Motivational � Rheumatoid Arthritis (van Hoogmoed et al.,
2010)

Physical � Spinal Cord Injury (van Diemen et al., 2016)
Isometric Muscle Strength Test -
physiological test of fatigue

Central � Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Kent-Braun and
Miller, 2000)

� At the end point of exercise for each subject, the maximal
voluntary contraction (MVC) was 53 � 10% initial in controls
and 43 � 8% initial in ALS, P ¼ 0.06. Tetanic force fell to 43 �
11% in controls and 60 � 8% in ALS, P ¼ 0.01. There was
significant central activation failure in ALS that increased
markedly during the fatiguing isometric exercise protocol. In
contrast, our control group exhibited no central fatigue in
response to the same exercise (Kent-Braun and Miller, 2000).

Peripheral
Physical

Manchester COPD Fatigue Scale Cognitive � Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(Antoniu and Ungureanu, 2015)

� N/A
Physical
Psycho-social

Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS) Cognitive � Inflammatory Bowel Disease (Castillo-Cejas
et al., 2013)

� Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) values for the test–retest
reliability for the MFIS was 0.863. Physical (ICC ¼ 0.860)
domain of the MFIS showed good reliability (Learmonth et al.,
2013).

Mental � Multiple Sclerosis (DeLuca et al., 2008;
Learmonth et al., 2013; Penner et al., 2009;
Wolkorte et al., 2015)

� In the multiple sclerosis patient group, Cronbach's alpha a¼ 0.91
for the motor subscale and a ¼ 0.95 for the entire scale. In the
control group a ¼ 0.83 for the motor subscale and a ¼ 0.91 for
the total scale (Penner et al., 2009).

Physical � Myasthenia Gravis (Sabre et al., 2017) � Significant associations were found between the MFIS cognitive
subscale and dual task (DT) costs of 30%-DT accuracy scores
(after correction for age; rpartial ¼ 0.60; P ¼ 0.019), 30%-DT
reaction times (rpartial ¼ 0.67; P ¼ 0.007), and 10%-DT
variability (rpartial ¼ 0.52; P ¼ 0.045). Participants with higher

(continued on next page)
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Table 2a (continued )

Clinical Measure Fatigue
Dimension(s)

Medical Condition(s) Statistical Findings

perceived cognitive fatigue presented more DT costs, mainly
during the fatiguing (Wolkorte et al., 2015).

Multidimensional Daily Diary of
Fatigue-Fibromyalgia-17 (MDF-
Fibro-17) instrument

Cognitive � Fibromyalgia (Li et al., 2017) � Cronbach's α for the total score and all domain scores (ɑ ¼
0.94–0.99) (Li et al., 2017).Motivational

Physical
PROMIS Fatigue Fibromyalgia (FM)
Profile

Cognitive � Fibromyalgia (Kratz et al., 2016) � Pearson correlations between the PROMIS Fatigue FM Profile
short forms range from r ¼ 0.60 to 0.77 (i.e., 36–59% shared
variance) (Kratz et al., 2016).

Motivational
Physical

Brugmann Fatigue Scale (BFS) Mental � Sleep Disorder (Mairesse et al., 2017) � Structure of the Brugmann Fatigue Scale (BFS) comprises both a
mental (BFSΨ) and physical fatigue subscale (BFSΦ). Person
reliabilities indicate that both the BFSΨ and BFSΦ are able to
discriminate between 2 and 3 levels of participants with respect
to their subjective propensity to rest (BFSΨ ¼ .72 and BFSΦ ¼
.75). The Cronbach's alpha coefficients equal .80 and .77
respectively (Mairesse et al., 2017).

Physical

Chalder Fatigue Scale Mental � Autoimmune Rheumatic Disease (Ali et al.,
2017; Huang et al., 2017)

� Cronbach's α ¼ 0.863 (Huang et al., 2017).

Physical � Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (Slomko et al.,
2020)

Fatigue Assessment Scale (FAS) Physical � Post-Sarcoidosis Fatigue Syndrome (Gorski
et al., 2017)

� FAS total score correlated significantly and positively with age,
Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) score (r ¼ 0.726) and Patient
Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) score (r ¼ 0.788). FAS Physical
Fatigue scale score correlated with BDI score (r ¼ 0.670) and
PHQ-9 (r ¼ 0.768), while FAS Mental Fatigue scale score was
positively associated with age and both BDI (r ¼ 0.702) and
PHQ-9 (r ¼ 0.705) scores (Gorski et al., 2017).

Fatigue Impact Scale Physical � Bronchiectasis (Hester et al., 2012) Course participants were found to have
� Post-Stroke (Boehm et al., 2015) � Statistically significant (p< 0.05) improvements in scores on the

FIS.
� Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (Slomko et al.,

2020)
� There are three subscales covering psychosocial, cognitive, and

physical domains; however, no domain differentiation reported
(Boehm et al., 2012).

Fatigue Symptom Inventory (FSI) Physical � Epilepsy (Hernandez-Ronquillo et al., 2011) N/A
Health Assessment Questionnaire
(HAQ)

Physical � Psoriatic Arthritis (Husted et al., 2010) N/A

MG Fatigue Scale (MGFS) Physical � Myasthenia Gravis (Jordan et al., 2017) N/A
Modified Fatigue Impact Scale for
Spinal Cord Injury (MFIS-SCI)

Physical � Spinal Cord Injury (Anton et al., 2017) � The odds ratio, which is the 95% Confidence Interval (CI), of
having a clinically significant MFIS-SCI score at 6-months post
discharge were 3.74 times greater in those who had a clinically
significant MFIS-SCI at baseline than in those who did not (95%
CI ¼ 1.21–12.57) (Anton et al., 2017).

Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) Physical � Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (Abraham and
Drory, 2012)

� N/A

� Chronic Stroke (Tseng and Kluding, 2009)
� Crohn's Disease (van Erp et al., 2017)
� Fibromyalgia (Ablin et al., 2010)

Mental Fatigue Scale (MFS) Mental � Cushing's Syndrome (Papakokkinou et al.,
2015)

� N/A

� Traumatic Brain Injury (Berginstr€om et al.,
2017; Palm et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2016)

Wood Mental Fatigue Inventory
(WMFI)

Mental � Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (Rowe et al., 2016) � N/A

Note. Column sorting order: For “Clinical Measure,” the most frequently used clinical measure was listed first with the others based on descending frequency. Columns
for “Fatigue Dimension(s)” and “Medical Condition(s)” have an A – Z sorting order. “Statistical Findings” column has a randomized sorting.
N/A ¼ no statistical findings for domain differentiation reported in included articles.
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fatigue was “mental exhaustion that appears especially during sensory
stimulation or following mentally strenuous tasks” (Papakokkinou et al.,
2015). Another description of mental fatigue was “the subjective percep-
tion of feeling fatigued after performing intense or demanding cognitive ac-
tivities that involve concentration” (Falup-Pecurariu, 2013). Sample
phrases that commonly described mental fatigue included: “reduced
sustained mental effort,” “quickly becoming fatigued after reading or watching
television or conversing with others,” “prolonged rest to recover after a
mentally-strenuous activity,” and “forgetting things easily” (Berginstrom
et al., 2017). In the 32 included articles, mental fatigue was mainly
assessed in study subjects with TBI, rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia,
irritable bowel disease (IBD), multiple sclerosis, and myasthenia gravis.

From the 32 included articles in which mental fatigue was measured,
two measures were most commonly used: the MFI (14/32 articles) and
5

the MFIS (7/32 articles). In addition, one unidimensional mental fatigue
assessment was used, the Wood Mental Fatigue Inventory (WMFI, 1/32
articles).

3.3.3. Fatigue dimension: cognitive fatigue
Cognitive fatigue was assessed in 24 included articles and an article

defined it as “a symptom interfering with a person's ability to carry out
cognitive activities and can be persistent and overwhelming, which differs from
normal fatigue” (Goodchild et al., 2008). Another article described
cognitive fatigue as “decreased performance over a period of sustained
mental exertion” (DeLuca et al., 2008). “Having impaired memory and
difficulty with concentration” were additional descriptors used for cogni-
tive fatigue (Elsais et al., 2013; Papakokkinou et al., 2015). The cognitive
dimension of fatigue was mainly assessed in subjects with TBI, chronic
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obstructive pulmonary disorder (COPD), IBD, multiple sclerosis, and fi-
bromyalgia. Across all 29 non-oncologic medical conditions identified in
the included articles, the MFI was the most widely used measure to assess
cognitive fatigue (14/24 articles) followed by the MFIS (7/24 articles),
and finally the MAF (4/27 articles).

3.3.4. Fatigue dimension: motivational fatigue
Motivational fatigue was assessed in 21 included articles. Examples of

its definition included, “a symptom that is disruptive in terms of motivation
and in initiating activities” (Kratz et al., 2016), and “having capabilities to
considerably interfere with patients’ ability to work and lead a normal life,
including social activities with family and friends” (Palm et al., 2017). This
dimension of fatigue was assessed in subjects with fibromyalgia, rheu-
matoid arthritis, CFS, TBI, and spinal cord injury.

Five clinical measures were used to assess motivational fatigue (see
Table 2a). The measures commonly used to assess motivational fatigue
were the MFI (14/21 articles), the MFIS (7/21 articles), and the Checklist
of Individual Strength (CIS, 3/21 articles). Additionally, two of the five
clinical measures were specifically used with fibromyalgia patients: the
Multidimensional Daily Diary of Fatigue-Fibromyalgia-17 (Li et al.,
2017) and the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information
System (PROMIS) Fatigue Fibromyalgia Profile (Kratz et al., 2016).

3.3.5. Fatigue dimension: emotional fatigue
Emotional fatigue was measured in 16 included articles. It was

defined by a couple of articles as “an unpleasant symptom that is strongly
associated with depression and is extremely disruptive to health-related quality
of life” (Norton et al., 2015; Li et al., 2017). Another article incorporated
both cognitive and emotional elements to define emotional fatigue (van
Hoogmoed et al., 2010). Emotional fatigue was assessed in subjects with
CFS, TBI, COPD, systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), and fibromyalgia.
Two instruments were commonly used in the 16 included articles to
assess emotional fatigue: the MAF (4/16 articles) and the revised Piper
Fatigue Scale (PFS; 2/16 articles).

3.3.6. Objective measure of central and peripheral fatigue
Only one included article assessed central and peripheral fatigue, but

it did not define these fatigue dimensions (Kent-Braun and Miller, 2000).
So, the following definitions were taken from other literature sources as
points of reference. Central fatigue was attributed to factors in the central
nervous system (CNS), which consists of the brain and spinal cord.
Enhanced perception of effort and limited endurance of sustained phys-
ical and mental activities are its main characteristics (Chaudhuri and
Behan, 2004). Whereas, peripheral fatigue was defined as dysfunction in
the peripheral nervous system and neuromuscular system manifested as
muscle fatigability induced by repetitive contractions (Falup-Pecurariu,
2013).

Kent-Braun and Miller (2000) explored central and peripheral fatigue
in subjects with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). An isometric muscle
strength test was used to assess muscle fatigue by measuring the decrease
in maximal voluntary contractions (MVC) from an initial pre-test MVC.
To assess peripheral fatigue, the fall of tetanic force was quantified
during the exercise period. To assess central fatigue, the subjects were
asked to “add force” after the final MVC during the exercise period to
promote central muscle activation. When subjects failed to rapidly
generate force during a submaximal contraction, central activation fail-
ure was the cause for central fatigue (Kent-Braun and Miller, 2000).

Other objective measure of physical function and performance, such
as the 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) was also used in several studies
(Ericsson et al., 2013; Jordan et al., 2017, & Tseng et al., 2009). This
objective measure was used to measure fatigue in conjunction with
subjective fatigue questionnaires such as the MFI and FIQ (Ericson et al.,
2013) that assessed the level of fatigue after physical activity. Ericsson
et al. (2013) study, investigators found a negative correlation between
the distance walked during the 6MWT and the participants’ fatigue levels
as assessed by the MFI.
6

3.3.7. Fatigue dimension: psychosocial fatigue
Psychosocial fatigue was assessed in only one included article. It was

defined as a “complex syndrome with both physical and psychological fea-
tures” (Antoniu and Ungureanu, 2015). This fatigue dimension was
assessed using the Manchester COPD Fatigue Scale. Scores from this
measure correlated well with scores from other instruments such as the
Borg scale and the Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness
Therapy-Fatigue (FACIT-F) questionnaire (Antoniu and Ungureanu,
2015).

4. Discussion

Fatigue is a multi-faceted, multi-factorial, and multidimensional
construct, as defined in the included articles of this scoping review. A key
theme identified in this review was there were many ways in which fa-
tigue was defined, assessed, and measured. Eight fatigue dimensions
were identified and measured. The most commonly assessed dimensions
of fatigue were the physical, cognitive, and mental dimensions of fatigue.
This finding suggests that these three dimensions represent a core set of
dimensions to use in order to characterize the construct of fatigue.

4.1. On defining fatigue construct and its dimensions

Based on the findings of this review, there is no one common definition
of fatigue that was identified from the included articles. Of the multiple
non-oncologic conditions included in the reviewed articles, each had their
own medical condition-specific definition of fatigue. However, there were
common terms and phrases used to describe this fatiguing experience.
Examples of these terms and phrases used in the reviewed articles
included, “increased rest propensity” (Brugmann Fatigue Scale; Mairesse
et al., 2017), “tiredness and lack of energy for more than 3 h,” “lack of
energy or reduction related to motivation,” and “lack of energy related to
enjoyment” (Chalder Fatigue Scale (CFS); Chalder et al., 1993, 2017;
Vercoulen et al., 1994). Other terms to describe fatigue included, “no
desire to do anything”, “reduction in concentration” (Vercoulen et al.,
1994), “wandering thoughts”, “avoidant behavior from physical activity,
disturbed sleep; depressed mood” (Vercoulen et al., 1994), “feeling both-
ered by fatigue,” “not enough energy for the day,” “feeling exhausted,”
“problems starting things,” “problems thinking clearly,” “mentally
exhausted,” “lack of concentration” (Fatigue Impact Scale (FIS); Michi-
elsen et al., 2003), “lack of attention on any activity,” and “spending most
of the day lying down to rest” (Fatigue Impact Scale; Fisk et al., 1994).

The use of these common terms to describe the fatigue experience
suggest that the reporting of fatigue symptoms is sensitive to context, and
that meaning is driven by individual subjective experiences. Part of that
context was the medical condition their clinician diagnosed them on.
This type of reporting within specific medical conditions may have im-
plications that can explain the wide variability of the interpretation of
fatigue scores and dimensions observed in the clinical setting.

The reviewed articles confirm that to define fatigue must be described
multidimensionally. Moreover, some fatigue dimensions may be more
explored and/or reported in one medical non-oncologic condition than in
others. Patient reports of their fatigue experiences may highlight a spe-
cific fatigue dimension within the context of their medical condition or as
side effects of their treatments. For instance in our review, emotional and
motivational fatigue were investigated more in individuals with schizo-
phrenia, fibromyalgia, Sjogren's syndrome, COPD, and HIV/AIDS.

Additionally, specific medical conditions tend to explore or report
one or more dominant dimensions of fatigue. From our review, patients
with schizophrenia tended to have more reported mental and motiva-
tional fatigue dimensions as compared to the general population (Hed-
lund et al., 2015). There also appeared to be a greater focus on physical
and mental fatigue in patients with multiple sclerosis, TBI, CFS, and
rheumatoid arthritis. The fatigue experience reported by patients greatly
influences the type of fatigue dimension assessed by clinicians (Als�en
et al., 2010).
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4.2. Fatigue dimensions

Overall, the physical dimension of fatigue was the most measured, as
identified in our review. The primary reason why physical fatigue is the
most commonly measured dimension may stem from the way fatigue is
generally understood, in that the lack of physical energy is an anchor
construct and becomes the evident starting point to describing the fatigue
experience. In fibromyalgia patients for example, the experience of fa-
tigue is defined as not relieved by physical rest or sleep (Li et al., 2017).
In TBI patients, fatigue is related to the inability to work linked to the
increased requirement of physical energy (Belmont et al., 2006, Palm
et al., 2017). For IBD patients, fatigue is described around the lack of
muscular strength exertion (Falup-Pecurariu et al., 2013). Additionally,
the somatization of fatigue symptoms is prevalent in Sjogren's syndrome,
physical weakness in epilepsy (Hernandez-Ronquillo, Moien-Afshari,
Knox, Britz and Tellez- Zenteno, 2011), and an incapacity to sustain ac-
tivities requiring muscle strength in myasthenia gravis (Elsais et al.,
2013).

Although some included articles did mention the study specific fa-
tigue dimensions, there were fatigue measures used by the included
studies that did not measure a specific dimension. For example, the Fa-
tigue Severity Scale (FSS) was the most commonly used clinical measures
across various medical conditions. However, the FSS measures general
Fig. 1. PRISMA diagram for lit
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fatigue and not the fatigue dimensions, whereas, the Multidimensional
Fatigue Inventory (commonly used in our included articles) is a clinical
measure that assesses general fatigue, as well as, physical, motivational,
cognitive, and mental fatigue. Several other clinical measures were used
in the included articles including the Multidimensional Assessment of
Fatigue (MAF), Checklist of Individual Strength (CIS), Mental Fatigue
Scale (MFS), and the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS), which
measure specific fatigue dimensions. Clinical measures such as the FSS,
Fatigue Catastrophizing Scale (FCS), and the Numerical Rating Scale,
were used only to measure general fatigue (Table 2b).

Studies which used multidimensional assessments performed more
statistical tests, such as Cronbach's alpha and interclass correlation co-
efficient, to elucidate statistically significant differences between exper-
imental and control groups. Whereas, studies that utilized
unidimensional assessments more commonly calculated differences be-
tween groups by the total score of questionnaires. Equally important, the
use of either types of instruments (unidimensional vs multidimension
assessments), was dependent on the researcher and the non-oncologic
medical condition studied. For instance, it may be more prudent to uti-
lize unidimensional assessments when exploring a medical condition that
produces complaints of a specific fatigue dimension (Berginstr€om et al.,
2017; Palm et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2016). Although, it may be more
effective to utilize a multidimensional assessment when studyingmedical
erature search and review.



Table 2b
Clinical measures for general fatigue in non-oncologic medical conditions.

Clinical Measure
Fatigue
Dimension(s)

Medical
Condition(s)

Statistical Findings

Fibromyalgia
Impact
Questionnaire
(FIQ)

General
Fatigue

Fibromyalgia
(Ablin et al., 2010;
Ericsson et al.,
2013)

N/A

Numerical Rating
Scales (NRS)

General
Fatigue

Primary Biliary
Cirrhosis (Zangi
et al., 2012)

N/A

Fatigue
Catastrophizing
Scale

General
Fatigue

Crohn's Disease
(van Erp et al.,
2017)

N/A

Fatigue Severity
Scale (FSS)

General
Fatigue

Myotonic
Dystrophy
(Baldanzi et al.,
2017)

Total FSS score
(mean � sd) was
43.6 � 12.4 and was
significantly
associated to: total
muscle impairment
as assessed by the
Medical Research
Council (r ¼ �0.496;
p ¼ 0.01); handgrip
maximal voluntary
contractions (MVC)
at baseline (r ¼
�0.583; p < 0.01);
MVC_60% (r ¼
�0.534; p < 0.05).

Note. Column sorting order: For “Clinical Measure,” the most frequently used
clinical measure was listed first with the others based on descending frequency.
Columns for “Fatigue Dimension(s),” “Medical Condition(s),” and “Statistical
Findings” have an A – Z sorting order.N/A ¼ no statistical findings for domain
differentiation reported in included articles.
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conditions, such as CFS, that may cause participants to suffer from
various dimensions of debilitating fatigue (Jason et al., 2011; Rowe et al.,
2016).

The use of objective measures in conjunction with subjective fatigue
questionnaires, such as the 6-MinuteWalk Test (6MWT), is an interesting
idea to explore for future research several studies (Ericsson et al., 2013;
Jordan et al., 2017, & Tseng et al., 2009). So far, there has been in-
consistencies in finding significant correlations between objective mea-
sures with subjective fatigue questionnaire data. For instance, in the
Ericsson et al. (2013) study, investigators found a negative correlation
between the distance walked during the 6MWT and the participants’
fatigue levels as assessed by the MFI. This relationship was not often
observed, as patient-reported general fatigue did not correlate with
objective measures in several medical conditions (e.g., healthy, Multiple
Sclerosis, Traumatic Brain Injury, stroke, heart disease) (DeLuca et al.,
2008). Perhaps, using innovative statistical approaches or exploring
novel variables extracted from the objective data may provide some link
between these objective outcomes with the complex, dynamic, multidi-
mensional subjective experiences.

Cognitive and mental fatigue were frequently used interchangeably
(DeLuca et al., 2008), while other included studies delineated the com-
ponents that encompass these constructs. For example, Pattyn et al.
(2018) suggested that the term “mental fatigue” may evoke the roles of
emotion and motivation in fatigue, rather than just cognition. However,
in other included studies, cognitive fatigue was used as a component of
mental fatigue (Palm et al., 2017; Falup-Pecurariu et al., 2013; Chaud-
huri et al., 2004). While in other studies, mental fatigue can be provoked
and captured by cognitive tests combined with a self-report question-
naire, such as the MFS (Johansson et al., 2010). It was also observed that
mental fatigue was influenced by pre-existing symptoms of depressed
mood, sleep disturbances, and anxious feelings (Zeng et al., 2016, Da
Costa et al., 2011; Kilsinger et al., 2010). Central fatigue, however, is a
form of fatigue caused by diseases that affect the central, peripheral and
autonomic nervous systems. (Chaudhuri et al., 2004). Further research
8

and discussion is needed in order to come to a consensus on the appro-
priate terms to use for these specific dimensions of fatigue.
4.3. Limitations

As only one database was searched (i.e., PubMed) for this initial
attempt to build evidence related to this topic, other relevant articles
were possibly missed from our literature search and results. There are a
number of specialized databases (ie. PsycINFO or Web of Science) that
could have unique references where the topic of fatigue may be repre-
sented. Additionally, the inclusion of only English-language publications
may have led to omission of relevant validated measures in different
languages.

The use of multiple published definitions of fatigue from various
medical conditions and diseases poses another limitation for this scoping
review and for the topic, in general. In this scoping review, fatigue was
defined differently among the included articles and different diagnostic
criteria and clinical measures were used. This variability limited the
ability to compare findings across studies. Further, ambiguity was
increased when subjective assessments of each criterion with nominal
(present vs. absent) scaling and no gradation for symptom severity of the
fatiguing experience were used. Additionally, there is no consensus in the
literature on an epidemiologically derived variable that unifies a single
underlying pathophysiological process as to why fatigue exists.

Another limiting factor is that some of the included articles targeted
their enrollment towards a specific demographic factor (e.g., sex). For
example, 9 out of 10 patients with systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE)
and over 80% of patients with Sjogren's syndrome were females (Good-
child et al., 2008). This non-mention of the specificity of gender-specific
measures could possibly impact the testing and validation of certain
measures across other disease populations.
4.4. Recommendations

Few articles differentiated fatigue using subscales that focused on
differences in physical, mental, cognitive, emotional, and motivational
functionality. This generalized approach could impact the reliability in
measuring the various dimensions of fatigue. For example, physical fa-
tigue will be measured differently than emotional fatigue, but this
dimension-specific assessment will also differ between medical condi-
tions. The impact of this variability is critical for both the research and
clinical communities. Barriers in assessment consistency impede trans-
lation and ultimately delay appropriate patient-centered treatment.

More validation of these measures in various populations with
different demographics is highly recommended. This can be done by
administering the clinical measures to assess fatigue and its dimensions
to a larger number of individuals to increase sample size and by enrolling
participants from a diversified pool of individuals (e.g., age, sociocultural
background, races/ethnicities, etc.) with a specific medical condition and
from a specific clinical population.

5. Conclusion

Fatigue is a common but complex symptom. Having validated medi-
cal condition-specific clinical measures that measure fatigue and its di-
mensions is valuable, but psychometrics should reflect a common
conceptualization of fatigue along with the use of subscales that allow for
recognition of its multidimensional nature. Future research should
examine if all or a core set of dimensions of fatigue (e.g., physical,
cognitive, mental, motivational, emotional) should be included when
measuring fatigue. Lastly, this scoping literature review examined non-
oncologic related fatigue, thus a parallel investigation of fatigue in
oncologic medical conditions should also be examined to compare these
initial findings.
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